Brussels, 14 October 2021

MEETING DOCUMENT

From: Presidency
To: Working Party on Dual-Use Goods
Subject: Draft Annotated Agenda for the 25 October Dual Use Meeting

Delegations will find attached the draft annotated agenda for the Dual Use meeting scheduled for 25 October 2021.

This is a physical meeting, to be held in a Council building - the Lex building, (please check the screens when arriving as last minute changes of meeting room can happen) in Brussels.

Due to COVID 19 restrictions, delegation participation is limited to 1+0.

This is a paper intended for a specific community of recipients. Handling and further distribution are under the sole responsibility of community members.
WORKING PARTY ON DUAL-USE GOODS

25 October 2021 from 10:00 – 12:30 and 14:00 – 17:00 CEST

1. Adoption of the agenda

2. Regulation (EU) 2021/821 of the EP and the Council setting up a Union Regime for the control of exports, transfer, brokering, technical assistance and transit of dual-use items (recast) implementation – part I
   a. The new rules for export control of cyber-surveillance items in the EU – presentation by IViR, NL, followed by Q & A
   b. The progress of the technical work
      i. Information by the COM
   c. Exchange of MS information on national legislation changes and first information /outreach to stakeholders

3. US - Trade and Technology Council - Export Control Working Group
   update on the recent developments TTC and next steps
   i. Information by the COM / exchange of views and endorsement of the outreach event on 27th October

4. Current developments in other policy areas with relevance for dual-use export controls
   a. Recent developments in related policy areas
      i. Digital surveillance - Pegasus - information by the COM and exchange of views
      ii. Demarche by the US concerning controls of exports military and dual-use items to Eritrea and Ethiopia
      iii. Afghanistan and Pakistan - information by the COM and exchange of views
      iv. National risk assessment of proliferation financing – UK publication

5. Multilateral export control regimes
   a. NSG
   b. MTCR
   c. AG /CWC (incl. revision of Toxic Chemicals note)
   d. WA

6. Third country cooperation
   - Information by the Commission and discussion with MS
      i. Western Balkans dialogue on 26th of October
      ii. JP
      iii. UK
      iv. US

7. AOB